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ABSTRACT

The spread of new communication and computer technologies is now the potential for a
dedicated, sophisticated adversary to conduct coordinated strikes against the computers,
communications systems, and databases of nuclear material security systems. All weapons
of cyber war, like viruses, Trojans, access to computer systems are potential risks for the
security of nuclear material. New forms of destruction of electronic devices, e.g. Transient
Electromagnetic Devices (TED), that could, in the hands of enemies, criminals, or terrorist
pose a significant threat to nuclear safety infrastructure components that are based on micro-
circuits and computer or micro-processor controJ.

These examples shows the necessity to clearly identify possible risks as:

* Information and communication based disorders and other disruptions and attacks
* Partial or complete failure of systems causing the risk of unexpected reaction or

unmanageable situations 7
* Cracking of access codes and elimination of alarm equipment could give easy access to

nuclear material
* Computer manipulation or complete computer and system takeover due to brute force

attacks, viruses, Trojans and worms could lead to malfunctions, disruptions and nuclear--
disasters

* Computer spying and brute force attacks could give detailed information about technical,
organisational and organisational data 7

* Combined actions of physical, electronic and computer attacks/7

The paper gives an overview of potential computer and communication safety gaps and
points out strategic implications as the identification of the critical infrastructure, surveillance
of computer systems, data access and communication paths. The basic necessity of the
development of computer and communication breakdown backup systems as well as
measures of precaution against cyber attacks is shown in the paper.
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